The Surgical Treatment of Intracranial Meningiomas by Collin S MacCarty BA MD MS pp viii+69 illustrated 36s Springfield, 111.: Charles C Thomas Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications 1961 The author describes the techniques he favours in dealing with intracranial meningiomata at their various sites. He considers that to reduce the risk of post-operative bleeding temporary complete excision of th'e bone and dural flap is desirable at some stage of the operation upon these tumours. Consequently he does not limit himself to scalp flaps and considers that an undulating S-shaped incision which facilitates retraction to expose a wide area of skull has considerable advantages in some situations. Post-operatively dural closure is not completed and the scalp incision is closed with a single layer of sutures. Illustrative examples of operations upon meningiomata in various situations are described.
This monograph is well produced and illustrated. The case histories provided are so incomplete as to have little value and the description of the operations is too superficial to be of value to neurological surgeonsfor whom the publication is no doubt intended.
Biological Approaches to Cancer Chemotherapy A Symposium held at Louvain, June 1960 under the auspices of UNESCO and the World Health Organization edited by R J C Harris pp x+431 illustrated 96s London: Academic Press 1961 All who are in any way interested in the chemotherapy of neoplastic diseases are aware that the main factor against success in treatment is the lack of specific toxicity of the agents at present available. The need is for compounds with increased selectivity for tumours; and translated from the clinical to the experimental sphere, the immediate question is how information now (or potentially) available about the properties of living cells may be used in drug design. This excellent book brings together contributions to a symposium held last year in Louvain to consider this problem.
From even the present knowledge of cells an enormous range of approaches to tumour control is available. Eminent authorities from a wide variety of disciplines, and drawn both from Europe (including the U.S.S.R.) and the U.S.A., explored aspects ranging from a general cell theory and 'feedback mechanism' in biological synthesis, to immunological studies, virology and hormonal growth control. Professor Danielli's thesisthat the selectivity of a drug for one cell lineage can be enhanced by increasing the number of cell variables on which the action dependshas already been confirmed experimentally, and it introduces the whole symposium on an optimistic note. Modifications in action may be introduced at a bewildering number of biochemical levels. Since tumours of similar histology may differ by tenfold in their content of a given enzyme, matching of drug to tumour may involve specialized examination of neoplastic tissue, a novel extension of the uses of biopsy. The incorporation of radioactive tritium (3H), with its extremely localized ,B-irradiation, may be a further means of confining the noxious effects to the tumour cells. The benefit from radiomimetic agents is often limited by the effect on the bone marrow, and interesting suggestions are made for its protection. If each contributor to this valuable symposium has but left his particular door a little ajar, the brief glimpses of what may be possible in cancer chemotherapy are undoubtedly entrancing. The third and last volume of this outstanding series is considerably slimmer than the two which preceded it. The choice of subjects is again excellent and includes such topical techniques as chromosome analysis, autoradiography and infrared spectrophotometry. References are given in full at the end of each chapter and the standard of editing and printing is excellent.
Regional Block
by Daniel C Moore MD 3rd ed pp xvi+393 illustrated £5 Springfield, Ill.: Charles C Thomas Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications 1961 Books about local analgesia tend to fall into two categorieseither they are long, heavy and exhaustive or short, portable but sketchy. Dr Moore has compromised by limiting himself to the subject of regional block and describing only one technique for each procedure. Thus the book is relatively short but extremely useful, particularly to resident medical officers and general practitioners.
The text is easy to read and well illustrated. Many of the drawings are the work of that accomplished artist and surgeon, Donald L Curtis, who is a colleague of the author. The subject matter is well organized and classified while the index is an object lesson in thoroughness.
It is refreshing to find an author laying so much stress on the disadvantages, contra-indications and complications of various methods, for instance, the oft-repeated warning that adrenaline added to local analgesic solutions injected around the base of a digit will almost certainly lead to
